A challenging problem in deep learning-based machine listening field is the degradation of the performance when using data from unseen conditions. In this paper we focus on the acoustic scene classification (ASC) task and propose an adversarial deep learning method to allow adapting an acoustic scene classification system to deal with a new acoustic channel resulting from data captured with a different recording device. We build upon the theoretical model of H∆H-distance and previous adversarial discriminative deep learning method for ASC unsupervised domain adaptation, and we present an adversarial training based method using the Wasserstein distance. We improve the state-of-the-art mean accuracy on the data from the unseen conditions from 32% to 45%, using the TUT Acoustic Scenes dataset.
INTRODUCTION
The task of acoustic scene classification (ASC) consists in classifying a sound segment x ∼ X into one of the predefined classes y ∼ Y representing different acoustic scenes (e.g., "urban area", "metro station"), where X and Y are the underlying distributions of the sound segments and predefined classes, respectively. ASC has recently been tackled with deep learning methods [1, 2, 3, 4] . These methods can be viewed as consisting of a feature extractor that outputs a latent representation z from x and a label classifier that assigns a label y to z.
Training and testing data can exhibit different capturing conditions (e.g., different recording devices) and subjective and noisy labels (e.g., an "urban area" scene labeled as "residential area" and "town"), resulting in the degradation of the performance of the method [5, 6] . One promising way for tackling the above mentioned problems is domain adaptation (DA) [7, 8, 9, 10] and, in the relevant terminology, the above mentioned problems are the capture and label biases, respectively [8, 11] .
Domain adaptation is a sub-space alignment/divergence minimization problem which consists in optimizing a system on the data from the source domain and then adapting it to the data from the target domain [7, 10, 12] . The data from the source and target domains exhibit any combination of the capturing and labeling biases, leading to what is known as domain shift or dataset bias phenomenon. This phenomenon manifests as differences between the distributions XS and XT , and/or YS and YT , where the indices S and T refer to the source and target domains, respectively. The goal of DA is to minimize the error of a classifier when classifying data from the target domain. This is usually achieved by training a system which minimizes the discrepancy between the distributions ZS and ZT of the learned latent representations from the source and target domains, zS and zT respectively. All the labels for the source data are available but only some or none labels are available for the target data. This results in semi-or unsupervised DA, respectively.
We consider here the unsupervised adversarial DA, focused on the capturing bias problem. Previous approaches can be organized in two categories, depending on when DA is performed. Methods in the first category such as [7, 13, 14] perform DA jointly with the optimization on the source domain data. Methods in the other category such as [10, 15, 16] are two-stage approaches that first perform optimization on the source domain data and then do DA. The previous ASC unsupervised adversarial DA state-of-the-art (SOTA) method [5] falls in this second category. However, this method suffers from vanishing gradients and slow learning process, during the minimization of the discrepancy between the distributions of the source and target domains.
In this paper we present a deep learning method for ASC unsupervised adversarial DA which is based on the theoretical analysis of domain adaptation based on optimal transport, presented in [17] . We replace the adversarial adaptation process SOTA method [5] with the Wasserstein generative adversarial networks (WGAN) formulation [18] , tackling the computational problems that hampered the performance of the previous SOTA method. Furthermore, we enhance the WGAN algorithm by using an extra loss for preventing the performance from dropping on the source domain when the system is adapted to the target domain. We achieve an increase of 13% in the mean accuracy on the target data compared to previous SOTA approach [5] using the TUT Acoustic Scenes dataset [19] . The contributions of our work are:
1. Providing the first theoretical based approach for deep learning DA on general audio; 2. Presenting the first work adopting the Wasserstein distance for ASC unsupervised adversarial DA;
3. Significantly improving the performance of ASC unsupervised adversarial DA over the previous SOTA method [5] .
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we present the most widely used theoretical background in DA. In Section 3 we introduce our proposed method. The setup for evaluating our method is presented in Section 4 and the results are discussed in Section 5. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 6.
BACKGROUND
We present here a summary of the most widely used theoretical background for understanding adversarial deep learning based unsupervised DA methods, and the interested reader can refer to [12, 20] for further details.
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Classifier error and target error bound
A domain D is defined as the pair of a distribution Z and a labeling process f . Z is the distribution of z, i.e. z ∼ Z, and z is used as an input to f . The output of f is considered as the ground truth that a classifier h should predict when performing classification over z. It follows that DS = ZS, fS and DT = ZT , fT are the source and target domains, respectively. The expected error of an h over its input z is
where L is a loss function. (h, f ) indicates the average disagreement between the prediction of the classifier h and the output of the labeling function f . If z comes from the source (resp. target) domain, that is, zS ∼ ZS (resp. zT ∼ ZT ), then the error is the source error S (h, fS) (resp. the target error T (h, fT )). The aim of unsupervised DA is to obtain a classifier h that yields a low value for S and adapt it to yield a low value for T , without employing the labels from DT during the adaptation process.
We can obtain a classifier h that yields a low value for S by following classical supervised training approaches. However, we cannot optimize h on zT from the target domain DT in a supervised manner, since we do not have access to the labels from DT . Intuitively, if there was a low discrepancy between ZS and ZT , then the classifier h would also yield a low value for T . Calculating or estimating this discrepancy allows us to obtain a generalization bound for T , and reducing this bound will consequently reduce T as shown in [12, 17, 21] .
The discrepancy between ZS and ZT can be measured with the H∆H-distance [12, 20] . In the case of binary classifiers H, the H∆H-distance is defined as
In a nutshell, dH∆H(ZS, ZT ) returns the highest prediction difference between two classifiers in H under the two distributions ZS and ZT . We use dH∆H to bound the target error for DA [12, 20, 13] as
where
h and λ are termed as the ideal joint classifier and combined error of the ideal joint classifier, respectively [12, 20] . Eq. 3 shows that the upper bound of the target error T (h, fT ) is affected by three factors: the error on the source domain (i.e., S (h, fS)); the H∆H-distance between the source and target distributions; and the combined error of the ideal joint classifier (i.e., λ). In DA it is safely assumed that there is a classifier that performs well on both the source and the target domains, thus yielding a small value of λ and therefore allowing to neglect its effect [12] . Under this assumption, the problem of DA reduces to obtaining a classifier with a good performance on the source domain (i.e., minimizing S (h, fS)) and trying to minimize the discrepancy between the distributions of the two domains (i.e., dH∆H(ZS, ZT )).
Adversarial formulation
Consider a set of domain classifiers H d (i.e., classifiers that predict whether z is from DS or DT ). Then, according to [22] ,
Thus, the ideal h d yields as an upper bound for dH∆H(ZS, ZT ) [7] . This can be exploited in an adversarial setting, where the focus is to obtain a domain classifier h d good enough to predict the domain of z and a feature extractor that confuses the domain classifier. In this setting, instead of directly minimizing dH∆H, one aims at obtaining a feature extractor M that is able to fool a good domain classifier h d .
Previous SOTA
The previous SOTA approach for ASC unsupervised adversarial DA [5] falls in the second category of approaches mentioned in the introduction (i.e. first performing optimization on source domain and then doing DA). In the first stage, a feature extractor MS is obtained during the optimization of the label classification, and in the second stage, a copy MT of MS is further optimized during the adversarial training. Following the framework presented in Section 2.2, the second stage of this approach consists of an adversarial training that aims at minimizing dH∆H(MS(xS), MT (xT )).
The implementation of the adversarial training follows the typical formulation initially presented in [23] , using two losses. The first one is used for optimizing h d over the output of MT and the second loss is utilized for making MT to produce an output that maximizes the domain classification error. In the field of generative adversarial neural networks (GANs), these are the losses associated with the discriminator (i.e., h d ) and the generator (i.e., MT ). The GAN loss LGAN used in the previous SOTA approach can be formulated [5, 10, 23] as
where σ is the sigmoid function. The adversarial process aims [23] at solving the optimization problem
However, solving the optimization problem described in Eq. (8) is known to introduce computational issues, such as vanishing gradients and slow learning process for h d [18] . These problems hamper the performance of the adversarial training [18] and thus limit the performance of the method proposed in [5] . The method proposed in this paper aims at tackling these problems for the ASC unsupervised DA task.
PROPOSED METHOD
Our proposed method builds upon the framework presented in Section 2 and it can be applied with any deep neural network (DNN) that performs ASC. We employ a DNN and the Wasserstein generative adversarial networks (WGAN) formulation and algorithm,
Algorithm 1 WGAN based training algorithm
Require: the learning rate α, the clipping parameter c, the batch size m, the number of iterations n d , the domain classifier h d with parameters w d , the feature extractor MS with parameters wM S . 1: Initialization: wM T = wM S 2: while wM T not converged do 
end for 10: Get m samples {x 
wM T ← wM T − α Opt(wM T , gw M T ) 14: end while 15: return MT presented in [18] . Our DNN consists of a feature extractor M , a label classifier h, and a domain classifier h d . We consider as z the output of our feature extractor M , which is used as an input to our h. The output of h is a vector and the output of h d is a scalar.
Source domain training
As a first step, we optimize M and h using the labeled data (xs, ys) from source domain (XS, YS), where yS is an 1-hot encoding of the available classes. We employ the binary cross-entropy as the source domain loss function S (h, fS):
and we obtain the classifier h and the source domain feature extractor MS by
The parameters of the feature extractor MS are denoted wM S and will be used as initial values for the adapted feature extractor MT .
Wasserstein adversarial formulation
As a second step, we aim at adapting MS to the target domain using an adversarial training process as described in Section 2.2. However, as pointed out in Section 2.3, using dH∆H as a discrepancy measure between distributions yields computational problems. To alleviate this issue, we propose to employ the order-1 Wasserstein distance (called Wasserstein distance from now on) W [18, 24] as a metric for the discrepancy between ZS and ZT . W comes as a natural and intuitive candidate for our method since its minimization does not suffer from the problems mentioned in Section 2.3. Additionally, the usage of a binary label classifier h by H∆H-distance introduces an intractable problem in practice, but W distance does not suffer from this problem as it does not require h to be a binary classifier [17] . Furthermore, W is proven to enhance the results of adversarial training, and it is a weak topology over the space of Z allowing important convergence modes such as smooth convergence and point-wise convergence [12, 18, 17] . Finally, W accounts for the geometry of the space of Z, therefore being an appropriate distance for measuring the discrepancy between the two distributions ZT and ZT [17] . W is defined [18] as
where (ZS, ZT ) is the set of all joint distributions whose respective marginals are ZS and ZT . It is proven [17] that we can use W as a divergence metric to upper bound the target error T using an expression similar to Eq. (3):
In Eq. (12) the factors corresponding to the source error and the ideal joint classifier (i.e., S (h, fS) and λ) are the same as in Eq. (3). The difference is the factor representing the discrepancy between the two distributions, ZS and ZT , i.e., W (ZS, ZT ) instead of dH∆H (ZS, ZT ). Thus, we can use the WGAN training algorithm presented in [18] , which yields the adapted feature extractor MT . The process of the adaptation of MT is performed by the iterative minimization of the losses
Eq. (13) and (14) (without the Llabels(h , MT ) term) are proposed in the original WGAN algorithm and their minimization is shown to minimize the W distance in Eq. (11) [18] . We enhance the original WGAN losses and training algorithm by including an extra crossentropy loss (the second term in Eq. (14)), similarly to [5] . The goal of this addition is to prevent the adapted model from deteriorating the performance on the source domain DS. Our method is summarized in Algorithm 1 and our enhancement to the original WGAN algorithm is at line 12 of this algorithm. Lines 6 and 12 are the calculations over a minibatch of the gradients of Eq. (13) and (14), respectively. Note that Algorithm 1 uses an optimizer Opt chosen as the RMSProp optimizer [25] and a clipping function clip defined as:
EVALUATION SETUP
To evaluate our method and obtain comparable results, we use the same data and models for M and h as in the previous SOTA method for ASC unsupervised DA [5] . The data that we use are from the TUT Acoustic Scenes dataset used in the previous SOTA approach [5, 19] , and consist of 64 log mel-bank energies, extracted from audio recordings of 10 different acoustic scenes, namely: "airport", "bus", "metro", "metro station", "park", "public square", "shopping mall", "street pedestrian", "street traffic", and "tram".
The recordings are performed with three different devices, denoted A, B, and C. Device A is regarded as a high quality recording device and the other two as consumer devices. Data from device A are 24 hours long, and data from devices B and C are two hours long, each. We follow the splitting of the data in training, validation, and testing as in [5, 19] , leading to training and validation set consisting 978-1-7281-1123-0/19/$31.00 ©2019 IEEE of approximately 15 hours of data from device A, 1.35 hours from device B, and 1.35 hours from device C. Consequently, the testing set consists of approximately 7 hours of data from device A, 0.5 hours from device B, and 0.5 hours from device C. We also adopt the definition of source and target domain data as in [5, 19] . That is, we regard the data from device A as our source domain data, and the data from the consumer devices as our target domain data. We employ the non-adapted, pre-trained model referred to as "Kaggle model" in [5] as our MS, and the pre-trained classifier as our h. Both MS and h are freely available at [19] . MS consists of five 2D convolutional neural network (CNN) layers, with square kernel shapes of widths {11, 5, 3, 3, 3}, and amount of channels {48, 128, 192, 192, 128}. The utilized stride is (2, 3) for the first two CNNs and (1, 1) for the others. All CNNs are followed by a rectified linear unit (ReLU) non-linearity, and the first two and last CNNs also use batch normalization and max pooling, with square kernels of shape 3 and a stride of {(1, 2), (2, 2), (1, 2)}. h consists of three feed-forward layers, each one followed by a ReLU. The output non-linearity of h is the softmax function. The method was implemented using the PyTorch framework [26] for Python programming language. For the adaptation stage, the RMSProp optimizer is used with a learning rate of 5 × 10 −5 and have its rest parameters at the proposed default values. We use a batch size of 16 and the adapted MT was obtained after the saturation of the first term in Eq. 14 (after approximately 300 epochs). For a reproducible research purpose, we offer all of our code 1 and adapted MT model 2 in online repositories.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We present the mean accuracy and the normalized classification results per class as a confusion matrix, for adapted and non-adapted models. Table 1 presents the obtained mean accuracy of the adapted and non-adapted models from our method and the previous SOTA approach. As it can be seen from Table 1 , our adaptation method provides a significant increase of 13% in mean accuracy for the target domain compared to the previous SOTA. The 1% decrease in accuracy of the adapted model on the source domain and the 1% increase in accuracy of the non-adapted model on the target domain, are considered insignificant and can be attributed to number rounding processes. In Figure 1 are the confusion matrices for the nonadapted and adapted models on the target domain data xT ∈ XT . In Figure 1b it can be seen that there is an increase of the values on the diagonal, compared to Figure 1a . This indicates that with the proposed approach, the discrepancy between ZS and ZT decreased and h is able to perform classification up to an extent. There are classes where the adapted model yielded an accuracy above 50%, like street traffic, shopping mall, bus, and park. For the same classes, the nonadapted model could only classify the street traffic class, while for the others it yielded an accuracy below 40%.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work we presented a first approach for acoustic scene classification unsupervised domain adaptation that is based on the Wasserstein distance, along with the underlying theoretical framework. The presented method is evaluated on the TUT Acoustic Scenes dataset and the obtained results surpassed the previous state-ofthe-art mean accuracy on the target domain by 13%. Future work on ASC DA will include the evaluation of the method on a larger dataset, along with using better ASC models. Besides, we will also apply these methods to alternative problems such as speech enhancement, where DA may help accounting for very adverse recording conditions.
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